We report 26 new far-infrared laser lines from optically pumped 13 CD 3 OH and the frequencies of 20 of these lines along with 8 other previously reported lines. Most of the new lines were pumped by regular and sequence lines of the 10R branch of a cw CO 2 laser. Nine of the new lines are in the range 32 -70 mm, helping to fill the gaps in this wavelength region. To our knowledge, the 32.4-mm laser line is the highest frequency of an optically pumped methanol laser ever measured with the heterodyne technique. The pump offsets for 30 laser lines were also measured (including 20 of the new lines).
INTRODUCTION
Methanol and 10 of its isotopic species are the most important far-infrared (FIR) active media, generating more than 2000 laser lines in the range 19 -3030 mm.
1,2
Trideuteromethanol-13C ( 13 CD 3 OH) is one of the most prolific and efficient of the methanol isotopomers, contributing approximately 160 FIR laser lines, with 60% of the wavelengths being shorter than 100 mm. Inguscio et al. 3 were the first to investigate this isotopomer as a lasing gas. The importance of this molecule as a laser medium soon became evident, and a great amount of experimental 4, 5 and theoretical work 6, 7 was undertaken, leading to assignments of laser transitions.
This work reports 26 additional laser lines from 13 CD 3 OH, with wavelengths in the range 32.4 -469.4 mm. Frequency measurements for 20 of the new as well as 8 previously known 13 CD 3 OH laser lines are also reported.
EXPERIMENT
The FIR laser is a metal -dielectric rectangular waveguide cavity, described in detail in Ref. 8 . The cavity is pumped by a 1.5-m-long cw CO 2 laser. For the regular and sequence lines of the 10R branch, we used a 171-line͞mm grating. 9 For the 9-mm lines we changed to a 163-line͞mm grating. Maximum powers are 23 W for the regular lines and 10.5 W for the sequence lines.
The FIR laser frequencies were measured by the method described in Ref. 10 . The radiation from two frequency-stabilized CO 2 lasers were mixed with microwave radiation and the unknown FIR laser radiation on a metal -insulator -metal diode. The FIR laser frequency is obtained with the equation
where n 1 and n 2 are the stabilized CO 2 laser frequencies, n mwave is the frequency of the microwave source, n beat is the beat frequency, and the integers n 1 , n 2 , and m are harmonic numbers. The intensity of the beat note decreases as the harmonic orders increase, so we usually chose n 1 n 2 m 1. When higher frequencies (l , 60 mm) were measured, however, this was not always possible. The CO 2 laser frequencies, the microwave frequency, and the harmonic orders are chosen so that n beat is less than 1.5 GHz. n beat is amplified and displayed on a spectrum analyzer with a peak-hold feature that records the peak signal as the FIR laser is tuned over its gain curve. The center frequency of the recording is then measured with a marker frequency.
To measure the offset, we mix the pump laser radiation with the radiation from a frequency-stabilized reference laser and measure the beat-note frequency. For the regular band pump line the reference laser operates on the same laser line as the pump. For sequence band pump lines the reference laser operates on a nearby regular band line, and microwave radiation is added to the mix to give a beat note of ϳ300 MHz. Table 2 . f Predicted laser line. Table 1 presents the list of the wavelengths of the FIR laser lines observed in this investigation and also other, known lines. The operating pressure, polarization relative to the pump laser, pump offset, CO 2 pump power, and intensity are also listed for most of the lines. Seventeen new laser lines have short wavelengths with l , 100 mm. Five of the new laser transitions were pumped by high-J CO 2 laser lines ͑J . 50͒, and nine others were pumped by sequence lines. Table 2 shows the results of the frequency measurements. One of the new lines, the 51.2-mm line pumped by 10R(50), is actually a doublet consisting of two lines nearly 4 MHz apart. Also, we were able to measure the frequency of a 32.4-mm laser line at 9.2 THz, which is the highest measured frequency of an optically pumped FIR methanol laser to our knowledge yet observed with the heterodyne technique.
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